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Abstract

The processing of energy by transfer and redistribution, plays a key role in the evolution of
dynamical systems. At the ultrasmall and ultrafast scale of nanosystems, quantum coherence
could in principle also play a role and has been reported in many pulse-driven nanosystems (e.g.
quantum dots and even the microscopic Light-Harvesting Complex II (LHC-II) aggregate).
Typical theoretical analyses cannot easily be scaled to describe these general N -component
nanosystems; they do not treat the pulse dynamically; and they approximate memory effects.
Here our aim is to shed light on what new physics might arise beyond these approximations.
We adopt a purposely minimal model such that the time-dependence of the pulse is included ex-
plicitly in the Hamiltonian. This simple model generates complex dynamics: specifically, pulses
of intermediate duration generate highly entangled vibronic (i.e. electronic-vibrational) states
that spread multiple excitons – and hence energy – maximally within the system. Subsequent
pulses can then act on such entangled states to efficiently channel subsequent energy capture.
The underlying pulse-generated vibronic entanglement increases in strength and robustness as
N increases.

INTRODUCTION

There has been an exciting development over the past decade concerning chemical, biophysical
and physical systems driven by short bursts of energy (e.g. laser) in which the subsequent en-
ergy processing involves coherence phenomena [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Certain aspects of this have
been reported as arising from quantum-mechanical interference interactions between the electronic
and vibrational constituents within the system. Examples of such systems include photosynthetic
complexes [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], metal surfaces [20, 21, 22], molecular
magnets [23, 24, 25], biochemical control [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], organic devices [31, 32, 33], and more
general nanostructures [34, 35]. Understanding the impact of a strong, time-dependent pertur-
bation (e.g. pulse) on many-body quantum mechanical correlations, is a necessary step in fully
understanding how energy is processed in time in such systems – and its consequences for energy
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transfer. However, typical theoretical analyses of such systems cannot easily be scaled to the large
numbers N of components in either a naturally occurring real sample or an artificially made device,
and tend to average over or truncate memory effects.

The present paper is motivated by this outstanding theoretical challenge of treating the dynamics
of the pulse on the same footing as the dynamics of the general N many-body quantum nanos-
tructure system. The literature on such many-body quantum systems contains various theoretical
methods which have been extended to include complications such as non-Markovianity, other forms
of perturbations, and quantum phenomena like coherence and entanglement. Particularly notable
examples include the reduced hierarchical equations of motion theory [36, 37], path-integral Monte
Carlo [38, 39], the quasi-adiabatic path-integral algorithm [40, 41], and the time-dependent Davy-
dov ansatz [42]. These methods typically entail a significant computational overhead and their
complicated details may obscure the interplay between various competing physics effects. For a
comprehensive review of these numerical methods, we refer to Ref. [36, 42].

There is an important caveat to our aims and hence this paper: we are not aiming at a detailed
understanding of a specific real-world system with highly complex chemistry such as the light-
harvesting complex LHC-II, but instead our focus is on advancing the basic physics understanding
of time-dependent response in a many-body quantum system driven by a pulse of arbitrary strength.
Since the problem is impossible to solve exactly for arbitrarily strong pulses in a system with com-
plex chemistry such as LHC-II, we adopt the well-known approach of physicists of focusing entirely
on a minimal model. While such a model is effectively a ‘toy’ for theoreticians like us to play with,
this approach is well-established in Physics where seemingly simple models like the Ising model are
employed to mimic collective behavior in systems with exceedingly complex chemical properties.
Specifically, we include the time-dependent pulse as part of a so-called Dicke-like Hamiltonian of
N two-level systems – not as a perturbation – and then we solve this model’s time-dependence
exactly. Though this sacrifices most of the chemical details which could ultimately prove to be
important for a specific real-world system (e.g. LHC-II), we show that doing so has the advantage
of making the model exactly solvable numerically for any N without making any assumptions about
the pulse being less than a certain strength, and without making any approximations concerning
memory effects in the system’s quantum mechanical evolution. Hence our purposely minimal model
simplifies all the complexities of any real-world nanostructure (e.g. chemistry) in order to explore
the physical interplay of the dynamics of the pulse and the dynamics of the many-body quantum
system with any N > 1. We make no claims that this model is an accurate description of a complex
system such as LHC-II – however our minimal model’s exact numerical solution does reveal new
physical collective behavior that should transcend such chemical details and hence could arise in
such systems, i.e. we show for the first time that pulses of intermediate duration generate highly
entangled vibronic (i.e. electronic-vibrational) states that spread multiple excitons – and hence
energy – maximally within the system. Subsequent pulses can then act on such entangled states
to efficiently channel subsequent energy capture. The underlying pulse-generated vibronic entan-
glement increases in strength and robustness as N increases. The possibility of such effects in a
complex system such as LHC-II at very short timescales, cannot therefore be ruled out.

With this important caveat in mind, we will proceed in this paper to explore this minimal theoreti-
cal physics model and we will show that it has interesting new physics outcomes when solved exactly
numerically. We simply speculate that it may serve as a very simplified model of complex systems
such as LHC-II and hence its novel properties and results reveal previously overlooked behaviors
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Figure 1: Potential applications. (a) Schematic of the light-harvesting LHC-II system containing
various large-scale so-called ‘monomers’, each of which is an aggregate containing chlorophyll dimers
[43, 5]. We refer to Refs. [43, 5] for full chemical details. Zooming in, each chlorophyll molecule
comprises a central magnesium atom (gray) and two nitrogen atoms [43]. The nitrogen atoms for
Chla (Chlb) are colored green (blue). These chlorophylls are densely packed within a confined
space of approximately ∼ 50Å. Associated with each of these three ‘monomers’, there are pairs of
chlorophylls that can potentially form dimers and that form approximate two-level systems with
very similar energy splittings[5]: this suggests that LHC-II contains N = 3 chlorophyll dimer
two-level systems with similar energy splittings akin to our minimal model[5]. Specifically, when
stripped of all its chemical details, the system is a candidate N = 3 system, i.e. three chlorophyll
dimers with similar energy splittings can hence act approximately as N = 3 two-level systems. (b)
Schematic of a more general nanostructure system represented by our minimal model. The overall
complex system comprises various types of nanostructure components denoted by αi, immersed
within a bosonic bath. Each mode within this bath possesses an elemental frequency ωβ. Each
nanostructure component αi can be effectively approximated as a two-level system. Furthermore,
each nanostructure component is subject to the influence of a time-dependent pulse represented by

λ
(i)
αi,β

(see Eq. 1).

in such systems. We will therefore refer to LHC-II in what follows and present it in our figures, in
order to explain its fascinating structure to a broader audience and also to act as an illustrative
example in order to motivate the general problem. We also hope that doing this will motivate an
eventual full-scale calculation, using future computing power, in which all the chemistry details of
prior models can somehow be included on the same footing as the time-dependent pulse, so that
the full system can be solved exactly as here. Such light-harvesting complexes (LHC-II) are found
in green plants (width ∼ 50Å) and play a pivotal role in capturing solar energy. Figure 1 (a) shows
a schematic of the LHC-II structure, adapted from Ref. [43]: it consists of an overall trimeric ar-
rangement housing 24 chlorophylls and it is composed by two nitrogen and one magnesium atoms.
These chlorophylls are organized into two irregular circular rings, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
The inner ring, situated at the core of the trimer, comprises six Chla molecules believed to play a
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crucial role in energy transfer. The remaining chlorophylls are strategically arranged to facilitate
efficient absorption of incident light energy from all directions (for more details see Ref. [43, 44, 45]).
Figure 1 (b) gives a schematic representation of general nanostructure systems represented by our
minimal model (Eq. 1) for which LHC-II may be an example. Adopting the simplest scenario, we
approximate each individual nanostructure component as a two-level system. The two states |Xi⟩
and |Yi⟩ , represent the higher and lower energy states for the i-th nanostructure component (i.e.
for the i-th dimer in the case of LHC-II where each dimer is a chlorophyll pair[5]). In LHC-II which
features N = 3 chlorophyll-pair dimers with similar energy splittings, the wavefunction for each
dimer’s higher excitonic state |XΓ⟩ is more localized on the site with higher energy, while the lower
state |YΓ⟩ is more localized on the site with lower energy, hence a transition |XΓ⟩ → |YΓ⟩ represents
excitonic energy transfer in space from one to the other. This system motivates the focus in this
paper on N = 3, though our main findings hold for more general N (Figure 1 (b)).

Summarizing the rest of the paper, we will proceed to set up and solve numerically the real-time
evolution of our minimal model. We will then show that pulses of intermediate duration generate
strong N -body vibronic entanglements (i.e. between the electronic and vibrational subsystems)
which represent a novel quantum-mechanical form of coherence, and which enhance the transfer
and subsequent channeling of energy across the system. Our calculations predict that the strength
and robustness of these N -body vibronic entanglements, increase with N . Despite our minimal
model’s simplicity, it therefore yields novel results that are the first to our knowledge to account
for the full many-body entanglement evolution for N ≥ 3 specifically, the full pulse dynamics and
full memory effects. In this way, it avoids the typical previous approximations of small N , linear
response and truncated memory effects. Again we stress that our intention is not to address the
longer timescale mechanisms driving natural photosynthesis in hot, wet environments [46]. In-
stead, our results help deepen understanding of the temporal quantum evolution in pulsed systems
of general size N and we speculate that this can shed new light on the early-time kinetics in such
real-world open systems, since in this temporal regime the timescale is too short to couple in many
of the complex degrees of freedom that will naturally exist in such real-world systems [47].

OUR MINIMAL MODEL

As is well known from classical and quantum optics, any incident electromagnetic (light) field E⃗(t)
generates an internal polarization field P⃗ (r⃗, t) within the material, given exactly by Maxwell’s
Equations [48, 49]. Though nonlinear and anisotropic in general, the presence of ∂2/∂t2 terms
for both means that a pulse in E⃗ will generate a similar pulse in P⃗ , and hence a pulse in the
internal electric field dynamics coupling the electronic and vibrational systems [48, 49]. Since
we are not focusing on single-photon phenomena, a similar conclusion follows from a quantum-
mechanical starting point [50, 51]. This helps motivate our minimal model which is a Dicke-
like Hamiltonian featuring time-dependent electronic-vibrational coupling λ(t) (throughout the
manuscript, we employ ℏ = 1):

HN (t) =
∑
β

ωβa
†
βaβ +

N∑
i=1

∑
αi∈i

ϵαi

2
σiz,αi

+
∑
β

N∑
i=1

∑
αi∈i

λ
(i)
αi,β

(t)
√
N

(
a†β + aβ

)
σix,αi

(1)

where N is the number of components that respond to the pulse. We then integrate numerically
this Hamiltonian system’s time-dependent equation in order to obtain its time-dependent quantum
mechanical solutions. Other degrees of freedom that remain inert on such short timescales, can be
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neglected in this initial study but could be included later on through perturbation theory. σip,αi

denotes the two-level Pauli operators for excitation αi on each component i with p = x, z. Here,
we consider the elemental excitation energy for each nanostructure component αi denoted by ϵαi .
The vibrational modes β may or may not be localized, and can include relative modes [52]. In

this context, the operator a†β (aβ) is responsible for generating (eliminating) a photon within the

mode β with energy ωβ. λ
i
αi,β

corresponds to an individual time-dependent pulse applied to the
nanostructure component αi within mode β. Generally, each pulse can assume a unique time-
dependent form tailored for experimental control purposes. Though Eq. (1) obviously sacrifices
the chemical details of any given real-world system, it focuses attention on the key physical factors
controlling the system’s complex quantum evolution. In terms of the speculated application to
LHC-II, experimental observations of LHC-II suggest that the dimers exhibit a close resonance
between their two excitonic levels and one of the background vibrational modes. Specifically,
within the Chlb601-Chla602 dimers, the hybridized exciton energy-level splitting stands at ϵ = 667.7
cm−1, while a vibrational mode with ωvib = 742.0 cm−1 is present [5]. Under the resonant conditions
considered here, an ϵ = ω = 1 pair is retained. As we show in this paper, this means in principle that
many-body states can now be generated that entangle the electronic and vibrational subsystems as a
result of the speed of changes in λ(t) but without having to access the strong-coupling regime [50, 53].
Many variants of Eq. (1) will show similar results due to an established universal dynamical scaling
[53] and the fact that they typically generate similar types of phase diagrams and hence have similar
collective states in the static λ limit [54, 55, 56, 57]. Full background to our numerical calculations,
including the multiple checks that we performed for convergence, are given in Refs. [58, 59, 60, 61,
62, 63].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transfer of energy

In order to simulate a driving pulse, we consider a time-dependent coupling term in Eq. 1, λ(t), with
an up-down linear ramping in which the coupling strength goes from 0 → 1 and then symmetrically
1 → 0. The pulse is characterized by a specific ramping velocity υ, where υ−1 sets the pulse
duration. Hence, the driving pulse is expressed as follows:

λ (t) =

{
υt, 0 ≤ t ≤ υ−1,

2− υt, υ−1 < t ≤ 2υ−1.
(2)

The particular choice of λ given by Eq. (2), implies a round-trip protocol. Recently, the round-
trip protocols has garnered interest in the context of quantum scaling properties in critical sys-
tems [64, 65]. We numerically solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to obtain the instan-
taneous system state |ψ (t)⟩ .

We now examine in more depth the illustrative scenario where a single type of component is present
αi = α and there are three of them (N = 3), inspired by LHC-II with its three chlorophyll dimers of
similar energies. We will focus on initially separated matter-vibrational states with zero vibrational
excitations. Within each two-level system, there are two hybridized excitonic states |XΓ⟩ (higher
excitonic energy state) and |YΓ⟩ (lower excitonic energy state). For a simple asymmetric double-
well system, akin to the chlorophyll-pair dimers in LHC-II, the wavefunction for the higher dimer
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Figure 2: Example of N = 3. (a) Colors show time-dependent probability profile of generating
particular N = 3 body multi-exciton states (left, middle and right panels), as a function of time
during a single up-down pulse (horizontal axis) while the vertical axis shows the logarithm of the
ramping velocity υ. In all cases the matter initial state is |1g⟩ . The panels (b) and (c) show
the contrast of impact when the starting state is |1g⟩ or |W ⟩2. (b) Time-dependent probability
of multi-exciton transfer from |XΓ⟩ to |YΓ⟩ (i.e. to lower energy chromophore in LHC-II) during
pulse of intermediate duration. (c) Final state probabilities following pulse, as function of inverse
pulse duration υ. At intermediate durations (shown as green shaded in (c) and explicitly in (b))
the transfer and hence energy transport of 2 excitons has higher final probability than that of 1
exciton.

state |XΓ⟩ is more localized on the site with higher energy, and the lower dimer state |YΓ⟩ is
more localized on the site with lower energy. Hence a transition |XΓ⟩ → |YΓ⟩ represents a spatial
transfer of exciton energy in space from one to another [5]. Importantly for light-harvesting, the
|YΓ⟩ wavefunction is localized on the chlorophyll nearest to an energy exit site. Hence any transition
of exciton(s) from state(s) {|XΓ⟩} to {|YΓ⟩} represents a spatial transfer of their energy toward a
site where that energy can be easily exported. The initial states of the entire system including
the vibrational modes are as follows: |ψ1 (0)⟩ = |1g⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ and |ψ2 (0)⟩ = |W2⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ , respectively.
The multi-excitonic states |1g⟩ , |W1⟩ , and |W2⟩ can be expressed in the conventional Dicke-like
manifold basis |J, Jz⟩ as follows: |1g⟩ = |3/2,−3/2⟩ , |W1⟩ = |3/2,−1/2⟩ , and |W2⟩ = |3/2, 1/2⟩ ,
where J = 3/2 and Jz takes on the values −3/2, −1/2, and 1/2. These states can also be expressed
in the excitonic basis of the N = 3 two-level systems as follows, indicating a total of 0, 1 and 2
excitons respectively:

|1g⟩ ≡ |Y1, Y2, Y3⟩ , (3a)

|W1⟩ ≡ 1√
3
(|Y1, Y2, X3⟩ + |Y1, X2, Y3⟩ + |X1, Y2, Y3⟩) , (3b)

|W2⟩ ≡ 1√
3
(|X1, X2, Y3⟩ + |X1, Y2, X3⟩ + |Y1, X2, X3⟩) . (3c)

For example in the state |W2⟩ , two matter excitations are shared among the three nanostructure
components. We then evaluate the time-dependent probability of finding the system’s instantaneous
state projected onto a given reference quantum state, pure |ϕf ⟩ or mixed ρf states. In general, the
fidelity or probability for the instantaneous system’s density matrix ρ (t) = |ψ (t)⟩ ⟨ψ (t)| is given
by

P (t) :=
[
Tr

√√
ρfρ (t)

√
ρf

]2
. (4)

Information about the electronic (matter) subsystem is extracted from the corresponding reduced
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Figure 3: (a) Vibronic (i.e. electronic-vibrational) entanglement, as measured by the von Neumann
entropy SN , for N = 3 system during an up-down pulse λ(t), starting in the higher probability
state W2 as in Fig. 2(b). Shown as a function of the logarithm of the inverse pulse duration (i.e.
ramping velocity) υ. (b) Vibronic (i.e. electronic-vibrational) entanglement SN for increasing N ,
starting in the initial t = 0 ground state (i.e. |32 ,−

3
2⟩ for N = 3). In (a) and (b), the vibronic

entanglement (i.e. quantum coherence) is largest where shading is darkest. (c) Vibrational sub-
system Wigner function (N = 3) for the final state after the up-down pulse, λ(t), at intermediate
log2 [υ] = −1.86, confirming the non-classicality of the vibrational system’s post-pulse state. (d)
Schematic of possible energy transport across the system (Fig. 1(a)): during each step, the ex-
citonic energy is interchanged with quantized vibrations, the total wavefunction is time-evolving,
mutual entanglement between electronic and vibrational quanta develops, but the full system’s
state remains pure.

matrix, ρe (t) = Trv [ρ (t)] where Trv [. . .] means that the vibrational states have been traced out.
In Fig. 2(a), we depict the time-dependent probability profile (fidelity) given by direct evaluation of
Eq. 4 starting with the total state given by |ψ1 (0)⟩ = |1g⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ , where the state |0⟩ correspond to
zero excitations in the bosonic (i.e. vibrational) mode. In each panel, the corresponding reference
state is shown in the upper part of the frame. In Fig. 2(b), we have considered a scenario in which
the complex system is initially prepared in the state |ψ2(0)⟩ = |W2⟩ ⊗ |0⟩ . We have computed the
probabilities of the matter subsystem reaching the ground state |1g⟩ (represented by the solid blue
line) and the state |W1⟩ (indicated by the dashed red line) for a specific velocity υ. In contrast,
Fig. 2(c) displays the probabilities at the end of the pulse, with the matter subsystem initially
prepared in the ground state.
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N-Body Entanglement

In Figs. 2-3, we now show how pulses in the electronic-vibrational coupling λ(t) enhance the gen-
eration, spreading, and eventual channeling of multi-exciton states across an N -component system
(e.g. Fig. 1) and that the cause lies in the N -body vibronic entanglement that the pulse generates
and manipulates in time (i.e. time-dependent quantum mechanical coherence between the elec-
tronic and vibrational subsystems, Fig. 3(b)). Figure 2(a) considers initial state given by Eq. (3a),
which is the electronic part of the t = 0 ‘ground’ eigenstate of Eq. (1) (λ(0) = 0) comprising the
lower excitonic states {|YΓ⟩} in any three near-resonant nanostructure components: for example,
the three near-resonant dimers in Fig. 1(a). Additionally, after a single up-down pulse of moderate
duration (i.e. intermediate υ), the final state is dominated by W2-states in which two excitations
are shared among the three higher energy nanostructure components, and the entanglement spreads
these maximally (Fig. 2(a) for W2.

This means that if quantum coherence within one of the three nanostructure components is lost,
the state of the remaining two nanostructure components remains entangled. This dominant W2

generation is due to the high vibronic entanglement (i.e. many-body quantum coherence as mea-
sured by the von Neumann entropy SN , Fig. 3(a)(b)) that is generated between the excitonic and
vibrational subsystems by intermediate duration pulses λ(t). For the electronic subsystem, the von
Neumann entropy is defined as follows:

SN (t) = −Trρe (t) log [ρe (t)] , where ρe (t) = trv {|ψ (t)⟩ ⟨ψ (t)|} (5)

In this context, we consider a bipartition where subsystem v corresponds to the vibrational mode,
and subsystem e encompasses the molecular excitonic component, within a total pure state |ψ (t)⟩ .
In such a pure state, the entropy of subsystem e is inherently equal to the entropy of its com-
plementary subsystem v. This quantity, denoted as SN , serves as a measure of the entanglement
existing between these two subsystems.

Since we are dealing with a closed system, characterized by a pure global quantum state that
undergoes unitary evolution, any increase in SN within each subsystem signifies an exchange of
information between the vibrational and matter constituents during the entire cycle. This obser-
vation lends itself to a more direct thermodynamic interpretation of the memory effects observed
throughout the cycle. Figure 3(b) shows that the strength of this many-body quantum coherence
and the range of pulse durations (i.e. inverse υ) over which it exists, both increase with N . Unlike
Fig. 2(a), the probability of generating two excited exciton states in three independent nanostruc-
ture components would be lower and the state would not be entangled. Our calculations therefore
predict that an intermediate duration pulse λ(t) will generate N -body vibronic entanglement that
efficiently spreads multiple excited excitons within the system, and that this effect will become
even stronger as N increases.

Figures 2(b), (c) and 3(a) illustrate the influence of a pulse λ(t) on a system initially in the W2

state, as generated previously. Notably, with a relatively high probability (approximately ∼ 0.5),
the application of a moderate-duration pulse, characterized by intermediate υ, facilitates the trans-
fer of both excitons across one nanostructure component to another. This transfer culminates in
the state |Y1, Y2, Y3⟩. This process of transferring excitations can be illustrated using a simple
model depicting the movement and transport of excitons: a single dimer (N = 1) starting in state
|X⟩, would produce a final state |Y ⟩ with probability ∼ 0.5, in line with simple arguments based on
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Rabi oscillations in a two-level system and Ref. [5]: hence for three independent (N = 1) dimers in
the same two-excitation initial state (e.g. |X1⟩|X2⟩|Y3⟩), the corresponding probability of ending
in |Y1⟩|Y2⟩|Y3⟩ is ∼ (0.5)3 = 0.125. Hence for the LHC-II, this would mean that the pulse λ(t) has
manipulated the N -body vibronic entanglement in order to more efficiently transfer the excitons,
and hence energy, to chlorophylls closest to the exit points across the trimer (i.e. to {|YΓ⟩}).

Irrespective of whether biophysical systems naturally use these features or not, these features
could be exploited in future nanostructure device designs for energy and information process-
ing [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 58, 59, 53] – in particular, using structures such as LHC-II given their
natural abundance [43, 44, 45]. This suggests that by changing the choice of dimer in Fig. 1(a),
and hence the definition of lower and upper state and thus on which chromophores the excitations
primarily lie, multiple highly-entangled excitations can be generated by individual pulses, trans-
ferred quantum mechanically between chromophore pairs across the trimer, and can hence reach the
chromophores closest to exit sites, e.g. ‘uphill and downhill’ {|Z⟩} → {|X⟩} → {|Y ⟩} (Fig. 3(d)),
and ‘downhill’ {|X ′⟩} → {|Y ′⟩ ≡ |X⟩} → {|Y ⟩}, or any combination of these. This would occur
without the need for energy relaxation processes to drive the direction of energy flow, hence the
total wavefunction remains in a pure many-body quantum state – and it does not require strong
electronic-vibrational coupling.

Though we take λ(t) to be a piecewise linear up-down ramping of duration υ−1 (i.e. the inverse
ramping velocity), similar results will occur for any other up-down functional form since the strong
electronic-vibrational (i.e. vibronic) entanglement at intermediate υ has its roots in path interfer-
ence caused by two crossings of the quantum critical point λc = 0.5 [59, 58, 60]. Hence the details of
the path are relatively unimportant. In particular, the shaded forms in Figs. 2(a), 3(a), 3(b) can be
understood by averaging over the quantum oscillations generated by the up-down path interference
in a simple two-level Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg picture: the average probability that the system
ends up in the excited state manifold is P e = 2P (1 − P ), where P = exp(−2π∆2/4υ) and ∆ is
the minimum effective two-level energy gap during the pulse. Approximating ∆ ∼ λc = 0.5, this
predicts that P e increases monotonically as υ increases from the adiabatic regime, before falling
off as log2(υ) → 0, exactly as seen in Fig. 2(a),3(a),(b).

Another method to analyze the indicators of non-classical behavior within the vibronic subsys-
tem involves the Wigner quasi-probability distribution. The overall state of the mode is succinctly
represented through its Wigner quasi-probability distribution [71],

W (z, ρv) =
∞∑

m=0

(−1)m ⟨m| D† (z) ρvD (z) |m⟩ , (6)

In this context, the conventional displacement operator is defined as D(z) = exp
[
za† − z∗a

]
, where

a† (a) represents the creation (annihilation) operator of the vibrionic mode, and z is a complex
number. Figures 3(a),(b),(c) confirm the intrinsic non-classical nature of these processes generated
by the pulse λ(t). Figure 3(b) indicates that as N increases, the final states should be dominated
by increasingly higher entangled equivalents of W states that entangle successively higher numbers
of excited exciton states ({|X⟩}) which can then be manipulated by subsequent pulses to efficiently
channel energy toward {|Y ⟩} states and hence energy exit points. Given the naturally-occurring
availability of N > 3 aggregates [43, 44, 45], this enhancement with increasing N may inspire new
device designs. The lower bound υmin in Fig. 3(b) does not depend on the maximum value of λ(t)
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Figure 4: Evidence of robustness against decoherence/losses of the many-body electronic-
vibrational entanglement (i.e. quantum coherence) as measured by quantum logarithmic negativity
(see text). Results are shown for two representative intermediate up-down pulse durations (i.e. dif-
ferent v in left and right panels). Results shown for N = 5 (dashed lines) and N = 11 (solid
lines), and various values of decoherence κ. As decoherence increases, the differences between the
curves for different N tend to become smaller: this hints at a possible universality in robustness
with increasing κ. Inset: largest κ value and different υ. We find that increasing temperature (and
hence ⟨n⟩) shows broadly similar tendencies to the results shown for increasing κ.

reached. Instead, the scaling υmin ∝ N−1 comes from a relation for the minimal energy gap at
the critical threshold [59]. The upper bound υmax does not depend on system size, and is instead
dictated by the log2(v) → 0 drop-off of P e. Figure 3(c) illustrates the purely quantum features
that are present in the Wigner functions of the vibrational and electronic subsystems (e.g. negative
values).

Though our results consider ramping up to the modest value of λ(t) ≈ 1 and back, similar re-
sults occur for smaller maximum values and hence weaker pulses as long as maximum λ(t) ≥ 0.5.
For maximum λ(t) < 0.5, the system does not feel the quantum critical point and hence there
is negligible entanglement, in line with empirical observations that quantum coherence effects are
primarily found beyond the weak perturbative driving field regime.

Robustness against decoherence/losses

The presence of decoherence/losses to and from the environment, does not change our main con-
clusions, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Since SN is no longer a good entanglement measure in an open
system, we use the closely related quantity quantum negativity [72] N (ρ) = 1

2(
∥∥ρΓq

∥∥
1
− 1) where

ρΓq is the partial transpose of ρ with respect to the matter subsystem, and ∥A∥1 ≡ tr
{√

A†A
}

is the trace norm. It gives essentially the same results as SN for small decoherence since both
measures represent essentially the same information [50]. The electronic-vibrational density matrix
ρ(t) evolves as [73]:

ρ̇ = −i [H, ρ] + 2κ (n̄+ 1)L (ρ; a) + 2κn̄L
(
ρ; a†

)
, (7)
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where κ is the damping rate and n̄ is the thermal mean photon number. The Lindblad superop-
erator L is defined as AρA† − 1

2

{
A†A, ρ

}
({•, •} is the anti-commutator). Not only do our main

results survive well with increasing decoherence κ, the strength and robustness of the many-body
coherence both increase with N . (For very large N , other system-level decoherence mechanisms
may set in). We clarify that in this analysis, we have neglected the energy level fluctuations. A
more realistic approach for photosynthetic systems would include (see, for example, Ref. [74]). We
have also simulated different temperatures by varying the average number of quantized vibrations
n̄, choosing values typical of the low temperatures in most experimental realizations, and including
a thermal distribution in the initial density matrix [59]. Again we find that our main conclusions
are qualitatively unchanged.

Further observations

In addition to the specific results shown above, it is worth noting the following general points:

(1) Our focus in this paper is on the question of collective coherence in any setting where there is
some pulsed perturbation of the system, in order to explore better the idea of how excitations (e.g.
excitons) may ‘ride a wave’ of coherence. However the external profile E⃗(t) and hence λ(t) can be
general. It need not be a pulse. Also the application of Eq. (1) could be to transport experiments
as well as optical experiments, or any combination of these.

(2) There are two ways in which Eq. (1) can be applied: (i) We assume that incident light has
already created excitons in our system, hence the initial ground state in Eq. (1) is one in which each
of the N nanostructure components is in the lower excited state, i.e. |J, Jz = −N/2⟩ . An initial
excited state in Eq. (1) is one in which one or more of the N nanostructure components is in the
upper excited state, i.e. |J, Jz > −N/2⟩ . Our model then calculates what additional many-body
coherence is generated by a pulse. (ii) We can alternatively assume that the system starts in a true
ground state with no excitations. The same analysis follows. It is case (i) that would be relevant
for the particular setting of LHC-II, since it is the energy separation of each dimer’s two hybridized
excitonic states |Y ⟩ and |X⟩ that is quasi-resonant with a vibrational mode.

(3) The pulse λ(t) is a consequence of the internal polarization P⃗ (t) due to an external pulse
of light E⃗(t). It is well known that Maxwell’s equations give a nonlinear, exact equation that
relates P⃗ (t) to E⃗(t), and as a result of the mathematical form (see above) a pulse in E⃗(t) will gen-
erate a pulse in P⃗ (t). This justifies the appearance of the pulse in our time-dependent Hamiltonian.

(4) The effect of finite temperature is treated when discussing the losses/decoherence, by including
finite numbers of vibrational quanta consistent with temperature distributions. We find that these
do not change our main conclusions for reasonably low temperatures. Even for higher tempera-
tures, the effects that we discuss have not disappeared.

(5) Several papers (e.g. Ref. [2, 7, 3]) make the point that a deeper understanding of the temporal
quantum evolution in systems of general size N – as this study tries to offer – may shed light on
the early-time kinetics in real-world open systems, since this timescale is too short to couple in
many of the complex degrees of freedom that will naturally exist in a hot, wet environment.
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SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

We have demonstrated that pulse-driven perturbations give rise to novel dynamical phenomena
linked to many-body (N ≥ 3) entanglement, specifically quantum coherence. These phenomena
can be harnessed for energy harvesting, manipulation, and the design of quantum information
devices, all without the necessity of strong electronic-vibrational coupling. By contrast, existing
theoretical investigations tend to concentrate on scenarios where N → 1 and/or use perturbation
theory and/or average over memory effects, and hence have not yet uncovered these intriguing new
physical phenomena reported here – despite potentially offering a more chemically detailed picture
of the system itself.
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